We study the distribution of singular and unimodular matrices in sumsets in matrix rings over finite fields. We apply these results to estimate the largest prime divisor of the determinants in sumsets in matrix rings over the integers.
Introduction
There is a series of recent works where various problems of additive combinatorics (see [23] ) have been considered in the matrix rings (see [2, 3, 4, 5, 12, 13] for several recent results and further references in the area).
Here, we consider several more problems of combinatorial flavor in the set M n (F q ) of all n × n matrices over a finite field F q of q elements.
Furthermore, let GL n (F q ), SL n (F q ) and Z n (F q ) be the group of invertible matrices, the group of matrices of determinant 1 and the set of singular matrices, respectively, where all matrices are from M n (F q ).
We always assume that n ≥ 2 and in fact some of our results have no analogues in the scalar case n = 1.
Given two sets A, B ⊆ M n (F q ), we define N n,q (A, B) = #{A + B ∈ Z n (F q ) : A ∈ A, B ∈ B}, T n,q (A, B) = #{A + B ∈ SL n (F q ) : A ∈ A, B ∈ B}.
We show that if A and B are sufficiently large, then N n,q (A, B) and T n,q (A, B) are close to their expected value #A#B/q. We also adapt the method of D. Hart, A. Iosevich and J. Solymosi [11] to show that pairwise products of matrices from the sumset of A, B ⊆ M n (F q ) and the sumset of C, D ⊆ M n (F q ) generate the whole group GL n (F q ), provided that
holds with a sufficiently large constant c(n) depending only on n.
Although the questions we consider are of combinatorial natures, our proofs are based on some tools from analytic number theory and algebraic geometry. In particular, we use estimates of character sums along algebraic varieties due to A. Skorobogatov [22] (see also [8, 9, 15, 17, 18, 21] and references therein). This in turn leads us to study the singularity locus as well as other properties of some algebraic varieties associated with the determinant.
Finally, we apply our results to estimate the number of prime divisors of determinants of matrices from some sumsets of matrices over Z.
Throughout the paper, we always assume that i and j run through the set {1, . . . , n}. The implied constants in the symbols 'O', and '≪' may depend on the dimension n ≥ 2. We recall that the notations U = O(V ) and U ≪ V are all equivalent to the assertion that the inequality |U| ≤ cV holds for some constant c > 0.
Preliminaries

Determinantal varieties
Let K = F q be the algebraic closure of F q . We consider Z n to be the affine variety in A n 2 K parameterizing singular matrices of size n × n. Then Z n (F q ) is the set of F q -rational points of the variety Z n . Lemma 1. The variety Z n defined over F q is absolutely irreducible of dimension n 2 − 1.
Proof. Let X = (X ij ) be an n × n matrix of n 2 variables X ij over K. Then Z n is the affine variety defined by the equation det X = 0. Since det X is an irreducible polynomial over K (since it is linear in each variable), the variety is irreducible.
The fact that the dimension of the variety Z n is n 2 − 1 is just a direct consequence of the principal ideal theorem.
⊓ ⊔ Next, let Sing (Z n ) be the singular locus of Z n .
Lemma 2. The variety
Proof. Let X = (X ij ) be an n×n matrix of indeterminates over K. It follows from [1, Theorem 2.6] that the singular locus of Z n is the affine variety defined by all the (n − 1)-minors of the matrix X. In [1, Proposition 1.1], it is proved that this variety is irreducible over K by identifying the affine space of n × n matrices with the affine space of all K-linear maps f : K n → K n whose coordinate ring is just the polynomial ring K[{X ij }]. Then Sing (Z n ) is just the variety of all linear maps of rank r < n − 1.
The statement on the dimension of Sing (Z n ) follows immediately from [1, Theorems 2.1 and 2.5].
⊓ ⊔
Character sums over varieties
Given two matrices U = (u ij ), X = (x ij ) ∈ M n (F q ), we define their scalar products as
Let ψ be a fixed nonprincipal additive character of F q . For U = (u ij ) ∈ M n (F q ) we consider the character sums
Lemma 3. Uniformly over all nonzero matrices
Proof. We recall that by Lemma 1 the variety Z n (F q ) is absolutely irreducible. It now follows immediately from a combination of [22, Theorem 3.2] with [22, Lemma 3.6] that
where s is the dimension of Sing (Z n (F q )) (see, for example, the estimate of the sums S 1 (Y p , −u) in the proof of [22, Theorem 5.1]). It now remains to apply Lemma 2.
⊓ ⊔
We also have a similar estimate for the exponential sum (SL n (F q ), U).
Lemma 4.
Uniformly over all nonzero matrices U ∈ M n (F q ), we have
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that u 11 = 0 . Let X be the set of all n(n − 1) variable x ij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n with i = 1. Then we have
for some polynomials F 1 , . . . , F n (in fact, each F j depends only on (n − 1) 2 variables, of course). Then,
where the outer sum runs over all the q n(n−1) specialisations of X over F q . If X ∈ F n(n−1) q is fixed such that the linear forms x 11 F 1 ( X)+. . .+x 1n F n ( X) and x 11 u 11 + · · · + x 1n u 1,n are linearly independent, then for each z ∈ F q the system of two equations
has exactly q n−2 solutions in x 11 , . . . , x 1n ∈ F q . In this case
such that the linear forms x 11 F 1 ( X) + · · · + x 1n F n ( X) and x 11 u 11 + · · · + x 1n u 1,n are linearly dependent, we estimate the inner sum over x 11 , . . . , x 1n ∈ F q trivially as the number of solutions to
which is O(q n−1 ). Furthermore, if x 11 F 1 ( X) + · · · + x 1n F n ( X) and x 11 u 11 + · · · + x 1n u 1,n are linearly dependent, then
Since u 11 = 0, equation (3) has at most q n(n−1)−1 solutions X. Recalling (2), we conclude the proof.
We note that Lemma 4 can be alternatively derived from [16] . Our next character sum is a matrix analogue of the classical Kloosterman sums (see [14] ). Namely, for H, U, V ∈ M n (F q ), we consider the character sum
Lemma 5.
Uniformly over all matrices U, V ∈ M n (F q ) among which at least one is a nonzero matrix, and H ∈ GL n (F q ), we have
Proof. For every λ ∈ F * q , the matrix λX runs through the whole group GL n (F q ), when so does X. Therefore,
If both U · X and V · (HX −1 ) are nonzero elements of F q , then the sum over λ is a Kloosterman sum of size O(q 1/2 ) (see [14, Theorem 11.11] ). If only one of U · X and V · (HX −1 ) is nonzero element of F q , then the sum over λ is equal to −1.
Finally, if both U · X = 0 and V · (HX −1 ) = 0, then the sum over λ is equal to q − 1. However, because at least one of U or V is a nonzero matrix, this happens for at most q n 2 −1 matrices X ∈ GL n (F q ) because H ∈ GL n (F q ). Now, after some simple calculations, we obtain the desired bound.
Singular matrices in sumsets
We show that if for some fixed ε > 0 we have #A#B ≥ q 2n 2 −3+ε , then
as q → ∞.
Theorem 6. We have
Proof. Let ψ be a nontrivial additive character of F q . We have
as the inner sum vanishes unless x ij = a ij + b ij for all i, j = 1, . . . , n, in which case it is equal to q n 2 , where here we put A = (a ij ), B = (b ij ) and X = (x ij ). We now change the order of summation by taking the summation over U outside, and then separate the term #Z n (F q )#A#B/q n 2 corresponding to the zero matrix U = O n , getting
By Lemma 3, we have
We now add the term with U = O n back and use the Cauchy inequality. This yields
We now remark that
which are just variants of the Parseval identity. Collecting everything, we obtain the result.
⊓ ⊔
Using the fact that #Z n (F q ) = q n 2 −1 + O q n 2 −2 , which follows, from the well-known formula (see [7, Theorem 99])
we see that Theorem 6 implies (4). Furthermore, following the argument of the proof of Theorem 6, but using Lemma 4 instead of Lemma 3 in the appropriate place, we obtain the following statement.
Theorem 7. We have
#A#B .
In particular, we derive from Theorem 7 that if for some fixed ε > 0 we have #A#B ≥ q 2n 2 −2+ε , then
4 Generating GL n (F q ) by sumset products
Here, we show that if the sets A, B, C, D ⊆ M n (F q ) are large enough then the sumset products
generate the whole group GL n (F q ). In fact, we give an asymptotic formula for R(A, B, C, D; H), which is the number of solutions to the equation
Theorem 8. Uniformly over all matrices H ∈ GL n (F q ), we have
Proof. Clearly R(A, B, C, D; H) is equal to the number of solutions to the system of equations
where A ∈ A, B ∈ B, C ∈ C, D ∈ D and X ∈ GL n (F q ).
Using the orthogonality property of characters, we now write
Separating the contribution to the main terms corresponding to the zero matrices U = V = O n , we obtain
Therefore, by Lemma 5, we have
We apply the Cauchy inequality to each of the sums over U and V and, as in the proof of Theorem 6, estimate them as q n 2 √ #A#B and q n 2 √ #C#D, respectively. We thus obtain
Clearly, the first term never dominates and the result now follows.
We see from Theorem 8 that if for some fixed ε > 0 we have
as q → ∞. We also see that R(A, B, C, D; H) > 0 under the condition (1) with some appropriate constant c(n).
Prime divisors of sumset determinants
Given a set T of integers, we denote by
the set of all n × n matrices with entries from T . We now use our previous results to obtain a lower bound on the number of distinct prime divisors of the product
where the sets R, S ⊆ {1, . . . , N} are dense enough and N is a sufficiently large integer.
Given a prime p and a set S of integers, we denote by ν p (S) the number of residue classes modulo p which contain at least one element of S.
We need the following statement which shows that ν p (S) is large for sufficiently many primes. It is a simple variant of several other results of this type (see, for example, [6, 10] ). 
Thus,
For the remaining primes p ∈ [Q, 2Q], the number of which, by the Prime Number Theorem, is at least provided that (10 log N log Q) 2n 2 ≤ c 1 (n)Q 3 for an appropriate positive constant c 1 (n) depending only n. The above inequality is satisfied if (log N log T ) 2n 2 /3 ≤ c 2 (n)T log N for an appropriate constant c 2 (n), and this in turn is implied by the condition of the theorem with a sufficiently large c 0 (n). ⊓ ⊔
